TRANSIT UNIVERSITY AVENUE ELEVATIONS & SKETCHES

Concept of Night Lighting

Transit Kiosk

Structure (Cross Section)

Elevator Entrance (Cross Section)

Possible Photovoltaic Locations

The Cultural Circle

Noise Barrier & Vine Support Elevation
COMMUNITY IDENTITY SIGN & RETAIL KIOSK
(VIEW FROM EL CAJON BLVD.)

POSSIBLE PHOTOVOLTAIC LOCATIONS

NOISE BARRIER & VINE SUPPORT ELEVATION

EXISTING ROADWAY SIGNAGE
TRANSPLANTED KING PALMS
(MOVED FROM DECKS)
STEEL SUPPORT FINIS

ACRYLIC TUBE WITH FIBER OPTIC INSET
EXISTING METAL RAIL FENCE TO REMAIN
PAINTED STEEL BRACE & VINE SUPPORT FINIS
STAINLESS STEEL CABLE VINE SUPPORTS
1/2" THK CLEAR "ACRULITE" NOISE PANEL
SECURED TO EXISTING RAILING
PLANTS & VINES ON CABLES AT 3' O.C.
NEW PLANTER WALL TO MATCH EXISTING PARAPET WALL

EL CAJON BLVD. MEDIAN ELEVATION

EL CAJON BOULEVARD ELEVATIONS & SKETCHES